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In November, 2013 were monitored web sites on the placement of information on the 

safety of human rights defenders in Kazakhstan. 

 

HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS 

 

Vadim Kuramshin 

On Monday 25 of November, in Astana held  administration of complaints advocates and 

public defender - mother of human right defender Vadim Kuramshin, who convicted almost a 

year ago to 12 years in prison on charges of  extorting money from the employee prosecutors. 

Kuramshin's supporters say that the charges are politically motivated.  

The trial began with a delay of more than an hour. Protection of the Supreme Court did 

not pass on the process of journalists with video and photo. Only after the intervention of the 

press service of the issue has been resolved. But recorder for record court session was withdrawn 

from Kuramshin's advocates. Supreme Court refused in initiate supervisory procedure by 

Kuramshin's case. The country has already left court where his lawyers may apply. Now want to 

appeal to the UN Committee. 

 

PUBLIC AGENTS 

 

Aliya Turusbekova 

20.11.2013 in social network «Facebook» was disappeared a page of  Aliya Turusbekova, 

she is wife of convicted politician Vladimir Kozlov. Her friends found it yesterday, Aliya 

realized it only after her friends started asking questions: "What happened? Where is Aliya? " 

 

Esengazy Kuandyk , Z.Karzhanbay, Andrei Sviridov, Andrei Tsukanov, Dmitrii Schelkov. 

20.11.2013 The action of the movement "For Justice" serving in Almaty city court appeal 

to its chairman and delegates VI Congress of Judges of the Republic of Kazakhstan, despite the 

preventive detention of two of its members (and E.Kuandyk, Z.Karzhanbay) and covering three 

journalists and bloggers (A.Sviridov and A.Tsukanov, D.Schelokov) - held - not in full, but 

nevertheless .. 

Bakhyt Tumenova 

14.11.2013  It turns out that recently Bakhyt Niyazbekovna began to notice that she was 

going under constant surveillance by unidentified persons - and in cars and on foot. On cars 

changing numbers. 

- The number of cars the day before yesterday reached three - "boasted" she. 

Bakhyt Tumenova, according to her, to check for the "tail" - traveled by car back and 

forth on the same street, wrapped in the wrong direction, but unknown followed her everywhere. 

Yesterday, leaving the barbershop, she turned not to the house, and in the opposite direction and 

came across a young man who was taken aback, turned around and began walking away, 

accelerating steps down to run - when he heard the clicks of the camera. 

- I felt sorry for him, as a mother, as a grandmother - admitted Bakhyt Niyazbekovna. - I 

don't want to ruin career of this poor guy. 

Surveillance - its not all. Social activist said that she received text messages from foreign 

numbers with call back.  



- And if I call - and then say that I called Al-Qaeda? - Worries human rights activist. 

Patience ended when Tumenova's daughter allegedly called her 16-year-old son and said 

that "he was framed." 

- This is a signal to me that it can substitute? - She asked. - It can provoke, put a drug ... 

 

Ermek Narumbayev 

Late last week, the Almaty City Court ruled that Ermek Narymbaev should not pay "Alliance 

Bank" nothing but balance of principal and 10 percent annual fee. The court ruled to cancel three 

million tenge debt Narymbaev recognizing their overpaid.  Since last fall Narymbaev leads to 

social networks campaign against the banks' credit policy, believing that commercial banks use 

unscrupulous mechanisms charging of fees for mortgages. Leading bankers reject arguments of 

Narymbaev. Interestingly, the Narymbaev when disputes arose in its mortgage Zhomart 

Yertayev debates, one of the leading bankers of Almaty, which is also active in public life and in 

social networks. 

Former chairman of some Kazakh banks (including "Alliance Bank" and "Eurasian 

Bank") Zhomart Yertayev argued in late October that he was ready to sue the very Ermek 

Narymbaev in connection with such statements, that "discredit his reputation." 

     Azattyk reporter asked the "Bank RBK», where he currently works Zhomart Yertayev to 

know at what stage is this now a dispute between a banker and civic activist , and he applied to 

his work hidden interest. However, spokeswoman Victoria Shen this bank reported that Zhomart 

Yertayev is on vacation abroad , so can not answer . On Sunday, November 10 Zhomart 

Yertayev said goodbye to his audience of readers and closed his page on the social network 

Facebook, citing the fact that it " became too much in FB ." 

 

RELIGIOUS AGENTS 

 

Father Sophronius 

20.11.2013 , the Specialized Inter-district administrative court of Almaty region issued 

today decree against the father Sophronius (born Peter Evtiheev ) , said his lawyer Azattyk 

Vladislav Madzigon . Court fined father Sophronius 50 monthly calculation indices ( 86,000 

tenge or $ 570 ) Article 79-1 of Part 2 of the Code of Administrative Offences. 

Father Sophronius in conversation with Azattyk said, that the penalty imposed on 

charges that he allegedly beat previously minor ward shelter , which subsequently left the shelter 

to their relatives . 

 

Bakhtzhan Kashkumbyev 

02.11.2013  

Priests of two traditional religions - Islam and Orthodoxy - Lose their colleagues 

representing various sects and religious movements and successfully recruit followers. 

According to the philosopher Bolat Baikadamov their modesty in advocacy today only harms 

society. 

- I believe that priests need to learn advocacy techniques from various Protestant 

denominations, - he says. - Look at all these sects, movements, trends come in military units, 

schools, rely on assistance for the disabled, the poor, the unemployed. A imams and priests in 

this matter is extremely modest. 

As a result, there are such stories here. Now metropolitan Department of Internal Affairs 

investigating a criminal case against Bahtzhan Kashkumbaev the former leader  of the religious 

organization "Church" Grace ". According to investigators, he intentionally caused serious harm 

to the mental health of his parishioners Lyazzat Almenova. Two more of his followers pass a 

medical examination - they complained to the authorities at their teacher. 



- Church "Grace" appeared in Kazakhstan in 1991, registered in the Karaganda region 

and began to actively propagate - says Bolat Baikadamov. - Today, it has branches in almost all 

major cities, more than 13 are considered followers of thousands of Kazakhs. 

Conducting searches in the metropolitan branch of the church "Grace", police found more 

than 14 books with signs of religious enmity and hatred. By decision of the district court 

Bahtzhan Kashkumbaev suspect arrested until November 8. 

- Today, sects and religious missions are trying to introduce traditional beliefs backward , 

and, judging by the way replenish their ranks , in all good preachers propaganda - reflects 

Baikadamov . - And what do the representatives of traditional trends? They live their private 

spiritual life. But it's time to go out and build public relations with his flock . Many of our 

compatriots today disoriented, looking for meaning in life. Here also appear clergy . But it seems 

to me that some of them do not really understand the mission of their religion, thus dooming 

people to look at the truth flows alien to us . 

05.11.2013 A resident of Astana Lyazzat Almenova hit the maelstrom of dramatic events 

because of accusations against the authorities pastor of the Presbyterian Church "Grace" 

Bahtzhan Kashkumbaev. By the version of the police, he caused serious harm to her health with 

his sermons. The woman claims to have the pastor has not. According to her, the pastor wrote a 

statement on her family pressure law enforcement officials. 

History of forced psychiatric examination in 34-year-old Lyazzat Almenova began in the 

summer of 2011 then she had to repay the loan. To pay off debt, Lyazzat sold her two-bedroom 

apartment. 

— Then the mother came, we talked about it. For some reason she thought that some of 

the money I'll take it in "Grace". Mom was against me to immediately pay off debt - says L. 

Almenova. 

At that moment, according to L. Almenova she was very upset and asked her sister to call 

a psychologist.  

- July 15, 2011, three men came, took us with my mother and sister to the hospital, where 

they wrote a letter to me on 30 days to the hospital for examination, even though I was against it, 

- says L. Almenova.  

Woman held in a psychiatric hospital for three months, although initially it was about a 

few days. First, she was placed on two days in the House of the Sixth Division "Medical Center 

mental health problems" (МCMHP), where watching her and never released. 

Later transferred to another room and started making shots that doctors called "vitamins". 

L. Almenova says she has appointed several different types of pills, which took three times a 

day, and later began to feel worse: there was tingling in the heart, legs cramp, and was drowsy. 

At this time, the woman began to come the police and ask about the church 

- I told them that there was only a few times, not at all, as they say, that I went there for 

several years - said L. Almenova. 

The long-awaited statement occurred at the beginning of October 2011 Lyazzat out of the 

hospital, but, as she says, without Discharge information and information about the diagnosis. 

She could not even get a copy of the medical reports. Several times L. Almenova addressed a 

letter to the chief physician of the psychiatric hospital, the city Department of Internal Affairs ( 

DIA) Astana, prosecutors with the requirement to give her medical records about her health. 

In August this year, L. Almenova received a response from the Department for 

Investigation of Astana: "Medical records in your name included in the criminal case, which is 

currently in production. In this connection, not given the opportunity to give you this 

documentation".  

Kazakh TV channel KTK was much more aware of the health L. Almenova than herself. 

According to a woman in a statement addressed to the Commissioner for Human Rights in 

Kazakhstan, her friends told her that the TV channel has repeatedly called her name and said that 

his lectures pastor harmed her mental health that she was ill "schizophrenia."  



"I think the dissemination of such information insult. Neither МCMHP or DIA  does not 

give me information about my health, while I have the right to receive it, "- says L. Almenova. 

A month after a search of the church in November 2012 L.Almenovа again forcibly taken 

to a mental hospital , they  wanted to spend the next examination, but did not, because she called 

the police on phone number 102. She refused to undergo an examination , as has always 

considered himself perfectly healthy . 

Lyazzat appealed to the Prosecutor General with a complaint , in which it requested to 

take action against the investigator, who appointed her to a psychiatric examination without her 

consent , and police forcibly brought to the hospital. 

But in February of this year, L. Almenova the third time was taken by police to a 

psychiatric hospital. This again, according to the woman, there was forcibly at night. In the 

psychiatric hospital she was held until March 13. 

All examination against her, as well as blood sampling, conducted, according 

L.Almenova, without her consent, putting pressure on her. 

In one of her letters Almenova requests an independent psychiatric examination to prove 

that she is completely healthy. 

 «It later emerged that employees DIA  , National Security Committee ( NSC) Astana put 

pressure on my younger sister Guldana the purpose of fabricating the case "- writes L. Almenova 

in a statement to the Kazakhstan Bureau for Human Rights. 

The position of relatives L. Almenova became known international public in October this 

year at the OSCE conference in Warsaw. Guldana Almenova younger sister of Lyazzat, in her 

speech said that the "mission" Grace "in Kazakhstan engaged parasitism, namely active actions 

for the Evangelization of the local indigenous population professing Islam." 

- The main organizer of this destructive organization in the capital of Kazakhstan is the 

pastor of the Presbyterian Church "Grace" Kashkumbaev Bahtzhan Karimovich . There are many 

advocates of the organization and say that I have a personal score to settle with these people and 

the organization. Yes, I want to say that my scores with these people really personal , the most 

that neither is personal. They killed my sister , my older sister home . This is proven by many 

forensic examination - said Guldana Almenova at a conference in Warsaw and to protect the 

rights of her sister . 

L. Almenova itself says that his sister had in mind that it "morally killed." According to 

her, she did not expect such statements from his sister, and believes that she alone could not get 

to Warsaw, and the more there is to speak. 

- They had a goal to take me out of the church, so I did not go there - says L.Almenova. 

Pastor Presbyterian Church "Grace" B. Kashkumbaev arrested on charges of causing 

grievous bodily harm parishioner Almenova later against him was charged with promoting 

extremism. Supporters of the pastor believe that he is being persecuted because of converting 

from Islam to Christianity. 

Repeated appeals to various agencies - to the Commissioner for Human Rights in 

Kazakhstan, the prosecutor's office, the Department of Internal Affairs, human rights 

organizations - in which a woman asks to stop the criminal case against the pastor 

Kashkumbaeva, have not bought any result.  

"Injury is not caused to me, I consider myself completely healthy, an application for 

action, I did not serve, I believe that the case was filed illegally without my application. Please 

take measures to protect the rights of my calls, interviews and examinations, "- writes L. 

Almenova. 

A criminal case, in her opinion, fabricated to close the church "Grace" in Astana. 

 

Church "New Life"  

01/11/2013 The building of the church "New Life", which is located in Aktobe on the 

street Industrial, November 1 to be held vigil. Parishioners wanted to mark the 15th anniversary 

of the religious association in Aktobe. But the celebration was marred. Early in the morning, 



going to the church building, the congregation witnessed unpleasant picture: church windows 

were partially destroyed, and themselves filled glass of dark liquid with a pungent odor, which 

later penetrated into the room itself. 

Close parishioners found small broken bottles. Some of the parishioners learned from the 

sharp smell of veterinary drug called "creolin", which is used in agriculture for disinfection and 

destruction of animal pests.  

Several vials of dark liquid, falling into the openings of window frames, survived. Their 

own believers intend to pass the examination. 

- Literally every window that looks out onto the road, was released bottle  with this 

liquid. As I understand it, the attackers, whoever they were, they do not climb out of the gate, it 

was done with the road: come threw and ran away - says Pastor Vasily Kim. 

This, according to him, is not the first attack on the church. It tells the pastor Vasily Kim, 

recently some parishioners began to receive strange SMS messages from an unknown number. 

The texts of these messages - "Stop going to this sect," "You and you brainwashed cultists", 

"Soon you will be taken to a psychiatric hospital, and your husband will lose his wife or your 

daughter loses her mother" - frightened parishioners. 

- On the day I was five or seven showed SMS messages of this nature. That same 

evening, me and myself came a text message, "You - sectarian" and all sorts of dirty words. 

"Soon you in shoe polish and plaster the sh*t, wait for us at home" - by this sms I wrote a 

statement to the police - said Vasily Kim. 

Meanwhile the police department engaged Sazdinsky Aktobe. According to the pastor, he 

was given a ticket that the application was accepted. It is unknown whether a criminal case. 

- The investigator told us that they would consider it as hooliganism. But we do not agree 

with this formulation. I went to the NSC and the Department of Internal Affairs to combat 

extremism. We ask that this be regarded as anti-religious attack. This iconic building, legally, 

built in 1952 as a house of prayer. First there were Lutherans, now building belongs Seventh Day 

Adventist Church. Service here spend two evangelical Protestant churches, one of which is ours, 

"New Life", - said Vasily Kim. 

On that day, November 1, they, according to the pastor, six o'clock waiting for the arrival 

of police attire. When police arrived, they were limited to only video and photographs and do not 

even take the examination surviving bottles of dark liquid, said Vasily Kim. 

Press secretary of the Aktobe police said Ardager Uaydin to Azattyk that a complaint Vasily 

Kim opened a criminal case under article 257 of the Criminal Code. "This is due to the activities 

of hooliganism church or not, I do not know, cannot say anything. If there will be more 

information, report, "- said a spokesman for the regional police. 

 

Religious minorities 

In Kazakhstan this year imposed a fine of at least 142 by 116 members of religious 

minorities. For many fines were heavy. To repay the fine even take credit. 

Former head of the unregistered church "New Life" 66-year-old Alexander Balayev fined 

nearly 174,000 tenge (about $ 1,140). He retired, and a fine of a few months keep his pension. 

One parishioner of the church had to take out a loan for repayment without penalty she was not 

allowed to go to relatives in Russia. For many parishioners, the villagers, the penalty for 

participating in "illegal prayer" was a heavy burden. 

Several parishioners rural church "New Life" were each fined about 87,000 tenge (about $ 

570 ) . The authorities accused them of involvement in an illegal religious gathering . In fact, 

these people celebrated the Passover . Were subjected to fines , according to Forum 18 Nina 

Afanasieva , Natalia Mananskaya ,Oleg Savitsky, Vitaly Savitsky , Aleksey Murai and Catherine 

Balaeva ( wife of Alexander Balaev ) . They are all residents of the village Zhezkent 

Borodulikha district of  East Kazakhstan region , on the border with Russia . Azattyk reporter 

has learned that a fine has been subjected to even an old woman , her 76 years.  



Alexander Balayev fined for "management of unregistered religious associations" and rest 

of the congregation - for "participating in the activities of this association." 

During the March 31 celebration of Catholic Easter at home Alexander Balaev - who at the 

time headed the village Zhezkent Borodulikha district unregistered church "New Life" - raided 

police and men in plain clothes. Searched, it all filmed. At present, nine people were instituted 

administrative proceedings, which then came to the Administrative Court. 

Balayev currently manages the township branch of the registered church "New Life", 

located in Semey East Kazakhstan region. Azattyk correspondent, he said that human rights 

defenders in the article there is no information about two other parishioners. 

- This list is not yet Gulnara Imramzieva. She also fined 50 MCI. Actually, we had nine 

people: on the ninth was also instituted administrative proceedings. This Galina Ilinichna 

Gilyova, her 76 years. After this fright she became ill with heart. She fell ill with a heart attack in 

hospital. Lying on a drip. Then came her son, who lives in Novosibirsk, and took her to him. But 

she was still awarded a penalty in absentia 50 MCI, - says Alexander Balaev to Azattyk.  

The names of many other believers in Kazakhstan fined journalists and human rights are 

not known. Officials refuse to provide information to the public, written by experts Forum 18, an 

international human rights organization to promote religious freedom, whose headquarters are 

located in Oslo. 

 

JOURNALISTS 

 

Igor Larra 

28.11.2013, the official cause of death of Kazakh journalist Igor Larra still has not 

reported to his family. When life I. Larra repeatedly subjected to threats and attacks because of 

their professional activities. 

To find out the true cause of her husband's death, Natalia, in her words, ordered morgue 

analysis and histology results of the autopsy, but she refused several times in their provision. 

Thereafter, Natalia turned to the head doctor emergency hospital. Considered the statement by 

the deputy chief doctor of his wife and I. Larra told her that all relevant documents concerning 

his death were transferred to the Department of quality control of medical services. 

There Natalia said they did not have the right to issue copies of the documents. While the 

number of the order, which forbids it, Larra's wife was not informed. Thereafter Natalia filed a 

written application to the chief of the regional health department. As of 22.11.2013, the two 

weeks have passed since treatment of Natalia, but the answer she never received. Thus, the wife 

of  I. Larra still can not find out the true cause of his death, which can not fail to arouse suspicion 

in this regard. 

29.11.2013 In August 2013 Igor beaten by a group of young people. Larra was hittten on 

the head by  a crowbar, selecting two cell phones, clothing, money and sunglasses. First 

journalist accused of organizing the attack Akim of Aktobe region Muhambetov Archimed, but 

then, having been at the confrontation, he decided that it beat "ordinary hooligans". 

November 28 in the city court №2 judge Daumov began to consider the criminal case. As 

the injured party recognized the widow of Igor Natalia Kim. 

At the first meeting she came along with her older daughter, Maria. The fact that the 

process has begun, the woman found a few days ago. One of their friends read on the site of the 

court that appointed the main trial. Then it turned out that he was transferred twice. 

The defendants - only one defendant, the other suspects have not been established. One of 

them, who bought the cell phone of the victim moved into the category of witnesses. Mirbulat 

Sultanov, 27 years old, he is from Alga city. Assistant Attorney Kucherbaeva read out that the 

guy behind the robbery trial in a group of persons by prior agreement. 

- I admit my guilt in part, but in general do not agree with the substantive claim, does not 

agree with the fact that we beat him mount, no object in my hand was not, - said the defendant. 



On Thursday at a meeting of experts and witnesses interviewed Victor Shumsky, which Igor 

spent ill-fated evening. Urazymbetov expert testified in court that the victim received a mild 

injury caused by blunt objects, it is possible that beat mount. At the same time, the expert 

believes that this type of injury could be obtained and a fall from his own height. 

 

"Republic" 

28.11.2013, the "One Media" exhausted possibilities of appeal in Kazakhstan. 

Kazakhstan's Supreme Court rejected the appeal of banned opposition media in the case of so-

called "single media" Republic ". This opposition media appeal remains outside Kazakhstan.  

Observer of the Coalition for the security and protection of human rights defenders, 

activists in the Supreme Court admitted, saying that at the preliminary hearing shall be permitted 

only aspect of the process. 

 

Andrei Svrirdov 

20.11.2013 So, exactly at 11 o'clock in the morning I got off the bus 92-th route at the 

bus stop "street Tole" passed out down the avenue, Kyzylorda and down the street to the junction 

with Kazybekbi Tchaikovsky Street, where the municipal court (not more than five minutes 

walk) 

Releasing my finger from the camera , I suddenly felt a sharp jab side and then some its 

involuntary movement off to the side : I do not own it was , dragged me - though still not 

dragging on the asphalt , as it were, on the their feet . Here the language of everyday use asking 

journalistic cliche " was dragged three (optionally four ) ", but let's not sugarcoat reality. 

Grabbed me and dragged to the car one police officer , face and shoulder straps which I could 

not see - somehow it all happened very quickly , almost the entire process of photography before 

pushing in the car took more than a minute or two. 

     Then there was a moment when I was sitting in the car, and that cop that I was captured, tried, 

stood outside, I grab the camera. I dramatically shifted from his left hand to his right, and the 

right hand thrust chamber deep in his jacket pocket. To the credit of the police and the sake of 

objectivity, I note that further action on weaning camera and it has not taken any other acts of 

violence are not repaired. 

 

Valeriy Surganov 

19.11.2013 As of Monday, November 18, at the National Press Club journalist and author 

of the website Insiderman.kz Valery Surganov said criminal prosecution against him by the 

judge Denmark Kisikovoy for alleged defamation in light of the case, which is popularly been 

called "VIP-rape. " 

DIA called me to give explanations and uncover who wrote the article is a nickname or a 

real person, to which I immediately said he would come my lawyer. While the lawyer carried the 

order, we wait. They wind that article there is a hint of a serious crime - a bribe. I'm not afraid of 

anything, really on my side, and I'll prove it step by step - said the journalist. 

He explained that it was against journalists prosecuted under Part 3 of the Criminal Code 

art.343. 

 

Zhumabike Zhunusova  

11/18/2013 Friends of capital lawyers in shock. November 7 Aizhan Sabirin's colleague 

asked the judge to Almaty district court № 2 K. Menlikula expel me from the courtroom and 

brought to administrative responsibility. For that, first, I am supposed to, despite the ban on 

judges, record what is happening at the trial of the so-called "case Kaltanova" on the recorder, 

and secondly, I allegedly unreliable expounding information. 

 

 

 



Saniya Toyken  

16.11.2013 of Sania Toyken : If you express your opinion , you are considered the 

opposition 

In Mangistau region , a new edition of Kazakh . Last Wednesday saw the light only the 

second issue of " Not Khabar ? ", But new media workers have already got involved in a conflict 

with the first deputy of the regional branch of the party "Nur Otan" Kanybek Zhumashev . On his 

Facebook page journalists " Not Khabar ? " Wrote that K. Zhumashev robbed correspondent 

edition camera. About what happened and about the position of the new edition , in an interview 

, " Lada " says editor in chief of " Not Khabar ? " S. Toyken . 

- Now tell me , what happened to your journalists and K.Zhumashev ? 

- We prepared material on the party " Nur Otan". Reporters went to their office , but there 

is just held a public reception . Correspondents called me , I said that if the public reception , 

which means you can go inside , should be open to all. But there was a conflict , our journalist 

and took away the camera was not allowed inside. It's all chaos. It turns out we did not recognize 

the " Law on Mass Media ." At the same time as the president of the local branch - K.Zhumashev 

. It shocked us , the person holding such a position allows Imagine that! Especially, he 

previously worked as a deputy akim of the region . He must have realized that it is necessary to 

deal with journalists correctly. 

We wrote a letter to Baibek (Bauirzhan Baibek - First Deputy Chairman of "Nur Otan" - 

note Lada.kz) that it is necessary to consider the behavior K. Zhumashev. 

At the same time our journalists K. Zhumashev shouted "This is not the akimat! This Nur 

Otan ». We still do not understand what he meant. 

    - But you tried to contact K. Zhumashev again? Clarify the situation ? 

     - Yes . After the incident, we sent another journalist with a press photographer. To understand 

without emotion . There was deputy Sabelyanov ( Nurtai Sabelyanov - Majilis deputy RK - note 

Lada.kz ) , he said that he did not know about the incident and why journalists were not allowed 

to meeting public reception. Said that all discovered that our journalists can go and photograph 

what they need . However Zhumashev denied their actions. We do not know what will be the 

reaction Baibek, nevertheless , we hope that he will understand. On the eve of an extraordinary 

congress of the party they did not need another scandal . 

 

The newspaper "The word of the people" 

November 28 in Specialized Interdistrict Administrative Court of Almaty meeting was 

meeting held in the case of the newspaper "The word people" accused of violating the periodicity 

of issue. 

During the meeting, revision provided receipts and notifications "KazPost" sending letters 

to the Ministry of Culture and Information and other recipients mandatory distribution. The 

Court has attached them to the case and gave Mayor's Office to prove that the data origin to the 

destination is not reached. Judge Akmaral Isabaeva also recalled the responsibility for the 

charges imposed and made a determination in respect of domestic policy akimat of Almaty. 

 In accordance with this definition, the officials should a 3-day period, bring the protocol in 

accordance with the Administrative Code and prove its legitimacy. The judge also invited the 

public authority to consider withdrawing this protocol. Recall newspaper "Slovo people" 

received the Governor's office in Almaty protocol on administrative violation. In violation of the 

blame is placed edition periodicity an edition - the absence of the September issue. 

 However, as explained RozlanaTaukina employee of the newspaper on August 16 this 

year, the owner of the "Words of the people" has notified all the necessary authority, including 

MCI that the decision of the collective owners and issue of the publication will be suspended for 

three months - until December 2013 (in fact Editorial suspended its activities only for a month, 

then releasing the October and November numbers). However, in the Governor's office and the 

Ministry argue that these notification letters they received. 

 



"True newspaper" 

November 20, 2013 at 19 pm edition of "True newspaper" got two protocols on 

administrative violations allegedly committed by the editors. Documents compiled by the 

Department of Information Policy and media monitoring of domestic policy akimat of Almaty . 

According to the first protocol , the newspaper violated Administrative Code that was 

published two days after the specified date in the newspaper . As explained by the foundation " 

Adil Soz" responsible employee Rozlana Taukina, edition , was printed in the next issue of 

November 20 graphics printing , but the market should he do on November 22. Her question , 

where officials have a new number that the editor in chief  has not yet received and which did 

not sign , the employee akimat said that he took it in the printing . According Taukina , the next 

day the staff akimat already argued that bought the newspaper in a booth on the street. Auezova . 

        Second Protocol, drawn akimat for violating the output data for the "obscure" output data, 

which were made during the printing production. Newspaper considers both protocols of 

domestic policy biased and sees the attack was politically motivated officials. 

 
 

TRADE UNION ACTIVISTS  

 

Roza Tuletayeva  

08/11/2013 Roza Tuletayeva, who was convicted in connection with the Zhanaozen 

events, wrote an application to transfer the colony-settlement. However, when talking about her 

health - one of the conditions of translation - the word lawyer and representative Management 

Department of the penitentiary system (MDPS) not match. According Tolegen Berlikozhanov, 

lawyer of Roza Tuletayeva, all the conditions for the transfer of the penal colony to colony-

settlement in her match, except health. 

- In order to obtain a translation in the colony-settlement, convict must serve one-third of 

his sentence. She must be of good behavior. With this hand, corresponds to the conditions of 

transfer. Only here it is a lot of complaining about the state of health. For transfer to the prison 

colony the convict should be in good health, he should be able to work - said the lawyer T. 

Berlikozhanov. 

October 3, during our last meeting, she hadn't any complain, except health, says lawyer of 

R. Tuletaeva. 

- She had complaints of liver, kidney and internal organs. Besides, it suffers from high 

blood pressure. In general, she did not complain, except health. She also challenged the medical 

treatment that is available to it. I appealed to the leadership of the colony with the request to 

provide her medical history. Colony chief promised to send, however, has not sent - said the 

lawyer. 

Lawyer says  in October, 4  Atyrau court № 2 is not satisfied the application of R. 

Tuletaeva reduction of sentence. Correspondent of Azattyk turned to Atyrau court judge Maral 

Zharylgasynova for comment about the reason for denial of the application R.Tuletaeva. 

- Her claims do not meet the requirements of the legislation. I explained to her 

everything. Tuletaeva wrote a statement on reduction of sentence pursuant to Article 5 of the 

Criminal Code. In 2011, during the humanization of criminal legislation were introduced 

mitigating punishment changes regarding this particular article. At the time of sentencing against 

Tuletaeva these changes have already been taken into account. For this reason, her last statement 

was not satisfied - says Judge M. Zharylgasynova to Azattyk. 

According to the lawyer, after serving half again the deadline in May 2014, R. Tuletaeva 

can apply for parole. 

Correspondent of Azattyk, to obtain information about status of R.Tuletaeva, adressed in 

Management Department of the penitentiary system (MDPS) by Atyrau region. Acting Chief 

MDPS Kanat Mamyrbekuly said, that during the medical examination R. Tuletaeva absolutely 

healthy. 



- Recently conducted an internal inquiry. It turned out that no deviations not. Wrote about 

it and she Tuletaeva. In accordance with the law, convicted of ill health do not apply for a 

transfer to a penal colony. In a personal conversation with me Tuletaeva complained that 

someone writes about it without her knowledge, not knowing her condition. In general, 

Tuletaeva said that the health of her good that she is ready to work in a penal colony - says 

K.Mamyrbekuly. 

5.11.2013 Bakhytzhan Toregozhina informed : 

Today it became known that R. Tuletaeva denied due third period of its application for the output 

to settle. To her lawyer went, charges she did not have. Reason for rejection by the court: Roza is 

socially dangerous. Purely political motive. Roza is seriously ill, she hepatic adenoma, which 

requires surgery. We expected that Roza will come to the colony-settlement to her to do the 

surgery. Now in connection refusal Roses health is in danger! Perhaps it was naive to expect that 

the government will let Roza and other oil companies. 

 

Maksat Esenbaev 

In July 2013 , when the leaders of "Kazakhmys" announced that they would close the 

Zhezkazgan smelter , people went on a spontaneous rally . They came from Astana then Vice 

Prime Minister and Minister for Regional Development, Mr. Sagintaev and on behalf of the 

Government of Kazakhstan has promised that no reductions would be the salary will be paid in 

the same volume . Leaders "Kazakhmys" yet begun to oppress the workers, who in turn referred 

to Mr. Sagintayeva and promised that he would complain . Bosses "Kazakhmys" sarcastically 

laughed and said - Sagintaev not eternal, that he will leave his post . 

Once in place Bakytzhan Sagintayev came Bolat Zhamishev chiefs "Kazakhmys" from 

hints down to business. We were called labor leader Maksat  Esenbaev and reported that bosses 

go all conceivable limits. Perturbing all on the rally scattered throughout Kazakhstan. Sam 

Maksat Esenbaev with several companions is now on duty in the village of Ust-Talovka, East 

Kazakhstan region Nikolayevsky concentrator, located 100 km from the city of Ust-

Kamenogorsk. 

Sympathis shift foreman told him that specifically of Zhezkazgan sent to Ust-Talovka shift 

foreman, received orders to provoke a fight M. Esenbaeva. The purpose of this provocation - 

lock him in a district jail, where he was not able to come to the aid of his comrades. Desperate 

workers are ready-to-hand with the enterprise. All of them half the salary cut, hung many alleged 

violations of safety. 

   M. Esenbaev appeals to the public, it has helped to prevent provocations against him and his 

comrades. They are not going to go on about the instigators, but also collected and retreat. 

 

Oil workers in Zhanaozen 

On 16 December the European Parliament on the initiative of the deputy of the Socialist 

Party of Ireland (CWI) and Paul Murphy left faction to be held hearings on the second 

anniversary of the shooting of a peaceful rally of oilmen and their families, as well as violations 

of Independent Trade Unions of Kazakhstan. On the eve of the event officials Manghistau the 

akimat, security officers and representatives of the company "KazMunayGas" intimidate victims 

and relatives of those killed oil to prevent their departure and participation. 

Authorities and employers openly threaten workers, stating that those of oilmen who dare 

to take part in the proceedings, waiting for the inevitable dismissal followed by sanctions and 

penalties. 

In a region where the actual employer - the mining company "KazMunayGas" layoff 

means a miserable existence. For those who have only recently been employed, it is a serious 

argument. Relatives killed officials kindly promise to stop any payments and assistance. 

It looks very real threat against the background of the official on the part of Mangistau 

region. So proznav, that with the support of international trade unions planned to send to Europe 

for the treatment of wounded four oilmen, they openly stated that authorities in the region and 



"KazMunayGas" completely stop the payment of benefits, medical assistance and the provision 

of other financial assistance to all victims of execution and torture and the families of those 

killed! 

Despite this the representatives of oil still intend to participate in the hearing and announce 

numerous instances of abuse, torture and harassment of labor activists, as well as the plight of 

imprisoned comrades. Despite the resonance and mass repressions spirit Petroleum Resistance is 

not extinguished in the different mining companies is not uncommon flash new labor disputes 

and strikes. And this in spite of all attempts to destroy all independent trade union organizations 

and groups in the region. 

Important now on the eve of the second anniversary once again focus on the fate of Roza 

Tuletaeva , Maksat Dosmagambetov and their comrades left behind bars. Of particular concern 

in this regard is the state of health Tuletaeva Roza , which in late September was able to meet the 

head of the colony Mangistau regional organization of the Communist Party of Kazakhstan 

Nuriyash Abdraimova . This ally Umbetov Mukhtar told trade unionists that conclusion requires 

expensive drugs in connection with a liver disease. Only one package is worth over 100 thousand 

tenge . 

Roza does not get sufficiently necessary treatment in the colony Atyrau, as we have 

previously mentioned. In a worse condition is Kairat - brother of the leader of the strike Maksat 

Dosmagambetov. He was shot on December 16 square Zhanaozen and knocks two years in 

hospitals, having passed through many operations. Sufficient and necessary treatment in 

Kazakhstan can not get it, and in helping him as the brother leader intractable workers, the 

authorities denied. To date, Paul Murphy and his colleagues on the left faction of the European 

Parliament, as well as leadership of the World Federation of Trade Unions informed of the 

campaign of intimidation oil and victims of the shooting in Zhanaozen. Despite all this upcoming 

December 16 event will be mandatory. Nowadays Paul Murphy and his colleagues on the left 

faction of the European Parliament, as well as leadership of the World Federation of Trade 

Unions informed of the campaign of intimidation oil and victims of the shooting in Zhanaozen. 

Despite all this upcoming December 16 event will be mandatory. 

 

Veterans' organizations in Zhezkazgan 

City Court Judge Zhezkazgansky Mr. Masenov decided not to pay a claim LLP 

"ZhezkazganEnergoSbyt" to veteran organizations Zhezkazgan in full. Justice has triumphed! 

 

ATTORNEYS 

 

Zinaida Mukhortova 

13.11.2013 Representatives of the prosecutor's office in the Karaganda regional court 

presented the results of the so-called independent psychiatric examination that Zinaida 

Mukhortova took place in Astana, at the Medical Center of mental health problems, from 

September 30. She was discharged on November 1. 

Four expert center made conclusions that the lawyer Mukhortova "can not now give an 

account of their actions." Says Amangeldy Shormanbaev - Z. Mukhortova representative, capital 

of Experts concluded that the lawyer "previously suffered and suffers from a mental disorder 

currently qualified as a chronic" delusional disorder." 

  - The answer to the question whether the needs Mukhortova forced stay in the regional 

psychiatric clinic, they wrote that it does not fall within their competence, - said A. 

Shormanbaev. 

 

POLITICIANS 

 

Aron Atabek 



06.11.2013, the Court of Cassation quashed the judgment last year Translation Aron 

Atabek for two years in a "closed" prison in Arkalyk. A.Atabek (Edigei) convoyed from "closed" 

prison Arkalyk Kostanai region Karazhal colony in Karaganda region, where he shall serve the 

remainder of his 18-year term, said Azattyk Wednesday, November 6, his son Askar Aidarkhan . 

The return A.Atabek prisoner in his "original prison" is based on the decision of the 

Court of Cassation of the Karaganda region, which overturned the decision last year Karazhal 

City Court for a transfer to two years in the "closed" prison Arkalyk. Azattyk followed the 

development of these events from the beginning of October, when political prisoner dropped out 

of sight of his relatives and the public. It turned out that the initiator of mitigating punishment 

prosecutors acted. Prison Arkalyk reputed prison within the prison system in Kazakhstan, there 

are serving sentences particularly dangerous from the point of view of the authorities, the 

criminals. Almost whole day and night they sit in chambers, they allowed only a brief walk in 

the fresh air, but they are taken out for a walk in robe and handcuffs on his head, that prisoners 

are not established between a bond. A. Atabek was sent to this " prison within a prison " is 

officially over egregious misconduct prisoners. And A. Atabek served part of their sentence in 

the "closed" prison not once, but twice today. Atabek believes he was punished so for their 

dissident works written in prison. In Arkalyk prison Atabek was virtually isolated from the 

outside world . In the colony , in the common type of jails , detention regime allows you to be in 

the other , relatively tolerant , conditions. For example , sleep and eat in the common areas , to 

communicate with others , to receive occasional letters, parcels and do at least occasionally 

phone calls at will from a payphone . 

Head of the Department of the penitentiary system in Karaganda region, Colonel 

Kabdrahman Shotaev Azattyk confirmed that Atabey is currently in prison in Karazhal (official 

name AK-159/22). The spokesperson of the Committee of the penal system Colonel Galymzhan 

Khasenov Azattyk reported that the health Atabek judged to be normal. On the question of the 

exact date of arrival of this distinguished prisoner in Karazhal Khasenov replied that he knows 

about it. 

Marat Zhanuzakov 

18.11.2013  

- Marat, since your last interview "Assandi Times" Are you still called in for questioning? 

- Yes, right after that publication, the very next day, I was summoned to the financial 

police in Almaty. Worked with me himself Head of the fight against extremism and terrorism. 

Colonel Baybusynov Maxat seems that's his name. He asked questions mainly on the content of 

my computer, which was seized in late May during a search. 

- And what wanted from you Financial police workers? 

- Most of the questions were related to the alleged activities of the organization. That is 

the party decision of the court is closed, why do you continue to work, asking me? To this 

question I replied that the party and was never registered, but we continue to work as 

representatives of NGOs - non-governmental organizations. We are part of the Association of 

NGOs. About how I answered their questions. 

I want to mention one thing: Colonel Baybusynov twice interrupted his survey, called 

him, and every time he said that conducts the questioning, although in former times they were 

trying to impress me strongly that this is not an interrogation, just a poll. And then (it is possible, 

based on some reasons, for example, so that I felt the gravity of the moment), he twice 

interrupted the conversation and someone replied: "I'm very busy, I have one now and spend the 

interrogation." 

And when I signed the interrogation protocol, there beside each answer should put his 

signature Baybusynov Colonel told me that, according to this document, I have no right to leave 

the Almaty without their permission. 

- Actually, it's called on his own recognizance. It was a subscription to fact or merely in 

the interrogation made such an item? 



- It was part of the protocol, it was written that I promise not to leave the city of Almaty, 

without the knowledge of the financial police and they received permission to leave. 

Now my lawyer Elena Savinova trying to obtain this document, because I do not 

remember what was written in the header of the protocol, namely, what is my status. Whether I 

am a witness, and if I am a witness, then do they have the right to take me a subscription. Or I 

suspect. She tries to meet these financial police to talk and look at this document, but they 

stubbornly avoided. Apparently, now she will write a complaint to the financial police, and ask 

to explain who I am - a witness or a suspect. 

- It's illegal, that you are interrogated without a lawyer!  

- Yes. That's the situation.  

- Tell me a long time they will drag you to these interrogations?  

- I can not say exactly how long they will have to carry these interrogations. But of 

course, if they took me on his own recognizance, you probably still will cause. 

- You said something that for you is constantly being monitored. Until now being?  

- Two weeks ago, shadowing was clear - almost no observers were hiding. In two cars 

drove us, not behind. And after the last conversation with Colonel Baybusynov, after they 

received a reply from me, so brazen and open shadowing I did not notice. 

My driver is very experienced - he once drove Kozhahmetova, Volodya Kozlov and his 

wife Alia and he can immediately identify surveillance: he says that now seems to be lagging 

behind. But at the same time there is movement in the regions, cause my friends, former 

algovtsev, and conduct interrogations. 

In Kokshetau, for example, when questioned my friend Tulegen Kasenov, they presented 

him with a document surveillance. They asked him, when he saw me for the last time, he replied 

that he did not remember, probably about two, three months ago, and he said - no, that document 

the person who conducted surveillance, and it shows that you have met this is September dining 

station. 

- That is, they confirm that followed. So how do you feel about it, is not annoying?  

- Yes, they talk about surveillance. Over many years in the opposition, we have become 

accustomed to these things. More or less unconcerned about. No tantrums and sometimes even 

chuckle, is not even on its own when not being followed.  

- Guard missing?  

- Yes, yes, yes joke so (laughs). 

- And what does a lawyer about your case ? What predictions from her? 

- Today we spoke with her by phone she was going to write a complaint letter to the head 

precisely Almaty financial police responded to all the questions she and me. After all, a protocol 

that limits me in the movement , some such ridiculous - I'm not originally from the city of 

Almaty , I'm from Kokshetau where my family stayed . If I were limited in Kokshetau - it would 

still somehow looked normal . And I am not allowed to leave the city of Almaty . If I run out of 

money if I had nowhere to live - how then to be ? 

- So you leaving from Almaty specifically prohibited?  

- Yes, it is just that I can not be of Almaty travel.  

- Strange limitation!  

- I do not even know what to do now. And my lawyer said that when did not experienced 

such a thing as mine!  

- Well, let's wait for further developments. Thanks for the interview!
1
 

 

Marat Zhanuzakov, Dametken Zharylkasynova 

1.11.2013 Recently activist Dametken Zharylkasynov of Taraz "invited" to the financial 

police Zhambyl and started asking questions about the relationship with Marat Zhanuzakov. As 

it turned out, the order came to interrogate her from Almaty, where the pre-investigation carried 

                                                           
1https://www.facebook.com/notes/информационный-портал-республика/марат-жанузаков-мой-статус-не-
понятен-ни-мне-ни-адвокату/432105920223271 
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out against opposition politician. All this Dametken wrote on her page on "Facebook." What is 

happening and what it might lead, we asked the same "hero for the day." 

- Marat, we learned that against you give birth to a criminal case. You yourself know 

something about this?  

Raven-financial police circling over my head with the end of May, when it was torn 

award ceremony "Freedom." Then, in the office of the apartment where I lived, were searched, 

arrested almost all office equipment, cell phones, the available funds, figurines, designed for 

winners, bank cards. Took everything that came to hand. 

The main accusation against us came down to the fact that we use the money Ablyazova. 

Since then I was called for the agenda to the financial police many times. As a rule, it was the 

day before and the day of any stock. Particularly active in July, on the eve of the meeting of the 

Republican public. In August and September did not bother, but remembered about us again in 

October. In addition to the indictment, which was made in late May, added, judging by asking 

questions, one more thing: the activities prohibited by a court decision party. 

In all areas of our daily poll former activists. Want to know if I give them money if they 

received orders or orders from the center, what money went to the meeting, why write reports if 

the organization is banned ... Apparently, everything is going to to make a criminal case against 

me. 

-And when the last time you were interrogated by the financial police ? 

- The last time was 16 and 17 October . But the staff of this department have not left 

alone . They called me, even when I went to the funeral Kokshetau nephew. Returned to Almaty 

yesterday, but already received a summons . 

- By what about you and that would cause ? 

- In October the first call employees of this department issues new hardly asked . 

Questions were mostly of a general nature . They were interested in the biographical facts , 

professional activity before joining the CAAC, the time of arrival in the CAAC and positions in 

the organization, issues related to the financing of the party , etc. 

The second time Colonel Seidaliev A., who holds a "poll" - so they call this conversation, 

ask questions that were related to the content of my laptop confiscated in May. Who is the author 

of the estimates for a particular event, why the reports sent regions, where and who made the 

award statuettes "Freedom", what is the relationship between you and Ablyazov, who financed 

the Committee for the Protection of political prisoners whom the members of this committee 

know? 

- We've also heard that your case involves alleged, on the one hand, with Ablyazov, and 

on the other - with a meeting on the referendum. Is that so?  

Yes, without a doubt, the financial police and the structure behind it want to connect our 

activities with money Ablyazov. This accusation we hear the end of May. And it has not lost its 

relevance. In terms of power is a very serious accusation. 

In addition, the information comes from the regions that the financial police and ask 

questions about the March meeting to initiate a referendum. As is known, the initiators of this 

meeting were leaders of the Party "Azat". First statements about the planned event were made by 

them in the fall 2011 Date of the event was postponed. We, as allies, supported azatovtsev but 

actively involved in the preparatory work only in January. I think that our participation and made 

possible the realization of this project. 

- But why the financial police are interested in this event, if you have not been there 

initiators? 

-Maybe because it and want to associate with money Mukhtar Ablyazov. Mental state 

authorities is that Ablyazov and resources mereschatsya her everywhere, even where they do not 

exist and can not be. Just like Vysotsky, which psychopaths, trying to explain the phenomenon 

of the Bermuda Triangle, to agree that the accused Churchill: "It's all up Churchill in the 18th 

year!". Logic thinking Acorda fit into this formula. You only change the name and year in a row 

bard. 



- And why did you not, say, Abilov? It was he who conceived and organized that meeting 

on the referendum? 

- I know that Abilov once or twice called in July. And, to my surprise, these challenges 

made him more worried than I thought, given his considerable experience in "dialogue" with 

these bodies to his former criminal cases. After that, it seems, "dates" left alone. Anyway, at the 

end of September, when we met with him last time, he did not say anything. And he was not one 

of those people who forget about this fact. 

Not rule out that his political demise is somehow related to this issue that we are 

discussing. Anyway, in his official version, according to which he left because "the spiritual 

thirst tormented", ie experiencing overwhelming desire to write and shoot, I do not believe. 

Without a doubt, Bulat talented person, he originally took out of politics, business, and 

can realize their potential elsewhere. Creative plans he had and there. I heard about them from 

him repeatedly. But whether they are the main reason for his departure from politics? I think not. 

In general, many opposition leaders seemed so flawless when viewed from the provinces were 

not so close to monumental than from afar. But this is the way ... 

- That is all have to kick you. What do you do? Of the country are not going to leave? 

- I always positioned himself as a patriot of his land. In the early 90s I headed Kokshetau 

city committee of the civil movement "Azat", was an active participant in all of the shares of the 

organization. So the idea of independence of Kazakhstan for me not an empty phrase - I fought 

for independence. People who call themselves citizens of the world, respect, but to be like them, 

I can not. Apparently, I have another spiritual constitution, than theirs. 

I had a long time to live outside Kazakhstan - served in Germany, studied in Moscow. 

But I have never in my thoughts and had no plans to stay, for example, the white stone, as it is 

trying to do a lot of people, charmed the advantages that gives Moscow life. I belong to the 

category of people who not only live in a foreign land, but also to die outside the homeland do 

not want. 

I understand that this position today looks anachronistic. However, I'm not ashamed to 

seem old-fashioned man in this matter. I understand Pushkin's desire, expressed in the words: 

"And though still unconscious body rot everywhere, but still dear to limit me all used like rest." 

Therefore, neither of which escape from the country can be no question. 

- So in fact put you as planted Vladimir Kozlov ... 

- Do not rule out that I was waiting for a government house with all its frightening 

realities of the common man. But I will do there best to be helpful to our common cause, the 

rightness which I have no doubt. If Vladimir Kozlov Russian guy stayed in the country, knowing 

what to expect, that's why I - Kazakh - should leave it alone because the internal enemies of my 

country want this? 

Apparently, the authorities want to make you second Kozlov. But why should they?  

- Authorities do not need a second Kozlov. That's right. But power is not needed and I'm 

free - I'm bothering her. 

What way?  

- Yes, at least that I spend all sorts of actions to protect Ablyazov, Pavlov, Kozlov. And 

to put it mildly, it's annoying. It seems that almost all defeated, destroyed, dispersed, closed. And 

then people come out of the ruins and show disobedience, causing "damage the international 

image of the country." How to endure it? Hence the action, at first glance, contrary to common 

sense. I think our government eventually will have to choose between bad and nasty. And this 

choice will decide my fate. What Acorda chooses to be seen. 

 

Mukhtar Taizhan 

06.11.2013 , in his fb - account Tayzhan said : 

Someone "from the locals" complained to the Prosecutor General 's my business , my 

buildings are not legitimate . On the instructions of prosecutors assigned to verify from the water 



authorities and the SACC . Since yesterday, we are working with documents proving that I have 

all built legally and commissioned . 

For 8 years I have not had any conflicts with the locals. I always gave them their territory 

FREE for grazing , which they watered from my water well . Strongly doubt that they 

complained to me .... 

Members of the Communist Party of Kazakhstan 

11/09/2013 of November 9 , in a park near the center of youth creativity ( former DC 

Remzavod ) Communists held a peaceful rally for the purpose require the authorities to restore 

social justice . However, with the Communists were preparing for a rally and representatives of 

akimat . Surprisingly, the rally came on strongly drunk and far from social lifestyle people . 

Pungent smells different running body and alcohol , homeless and then tried to get close to the 

rally participants , and thus provoked indignation organizers and protesters. 

Despite repeated requests by human rights activist Paul Kochetkova bring them to the 

park, akimat representatives and law enforcement allows them to stay and continue to violate 

public order. 

- These alcoholics caught here specifically to show later on television, who came to the 

meeting of communists. All my requirements to bring these people were ignored - human rights 

activist says P. Kochetkov.  

After all the previously announced on stage drunk man started to ask. After organizers for 

obvious reasons refused him, the man began to demand their rights to observe and give an 

opportunity to speak. Here, as by a chain reaction on the scene and began to ask other 

"protesters". 

Due to the growing discontent and cries by individuals with provocative phrases meeting place 

decided to stop. 

 

 
 


